NIGHT SCENE—An incident of early winter unemployment wherein the lower classes of the working class seek the lower level of Michigan Avenue as a refuge. Each night for weeks such scenes have been repeated. As the snow fell and temperatures dropped, a large crowd gathered at various wind-sheltered nooks below Michigan Avenue to enjoy the warmth from newspaper boxes. Here is reflected the need of thousands throughout the city for the relief of which The Tribune has repeatedly called to Good Fellow's and all other charitable agencies have launched unprecedented efforts.

(Photo by Edward Wirth of The Tribune staff.)

THE END OF A "HUNGER MARCH" IN NEW YORK—Communists and sympathizers outside the city hall during the radical demonstration which had a climax of violence in two days. (Tribune and Atlantic photo.)

THE ARMY INVADS THE HARVARD BOWL, emerging with the foot of a football victory, 6 to 5. This parade of cadets in gray was a formal preliminary to the principal business of the day. (Associated Press photo.)

THE BIGGEST LAND PLANE, the Junkers D-380, brings its winning propellers to Vienna during a European tour. Elsewhere in this section is a study of the world's biggest flying boat, the Dornier DoX. (Tribune and Atlantic photo.)

THE AERIAL AGE CROWNS A CENTENNIAL PAGEANT—Trotting down a main street, a plane gives a novel fillip to the celebration of a hundred years of history at Lockport, Illinois. (Tribune photo.)

BRITAIN MOURNS DEATH OF R. L.—Robert Napier, millionaire, threw his head and arm against his body, forty-eight victims roll through London. (Associated Press photo.)

"THE WONDER GIRL OF GOLF" CAPTURES ANOTHER CROWN—Glenda Collett, making the first part of the match in which she earned her 10th sectional women's title at Los Angeles. Virginia Van Wyk of Chicago, takes third place. (Tribune and Atlantic photo.)